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Wireless vacuum cleaner with mop function Deerma DEM-VX96W 
The Deerma DEM-VX910W wireless vacuum cleaner allows you to vacuum and mop your floors at the same time - it is equipped with 2
tanks (for clean and dirty water) and has a suction power of up to 16,000 Pa. It also includes a special station that allows the machine's
brush to be cleaned automatically and its water tank to be filled. The product also has a built-in LED display and dust sensor, and has a
run time of up to 45 minutes. Voice prompts are also available. In addition, the hoover's brush is equipped with 2 rollers.
 
Clean house effortlessly
Do you usually vacuum first and then additionally mop the floor with a mop? Now you can change that! Deerma DEM-VX910W allows you
to remove dry and wet dirt at the same time. The device is distinguished by a suction power of up to 16,000 Pa, so it can perfectly cope
with even extremely stubborn dirt and deal with dust, crumbs or hair in no time.
 
2 water tanks
With Deerma, you don't have to worry about dirt quickly finding its way back onto the just-cleaned floor. The vacuum cleaner is equipped
with 2 tanks - for clean water (500 ml) and dirty water (700 ml). This ensures that the dirt will always end up in its place! What's more,
while cleaning, the brush of the device can be sprayed with clean water on the fly.
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Automatic water filling
The included base allows you to automatically fill the vacuum's water tank. Simply place the appliance in it - no more bending down! The
capacity of the station's tank is up to 5 l, which is enough for up to a week's use. What's more, the automatic electrolysis process purifies
the water and has an antibacterial effect.
 
Improved brush
Now you can deal with dirt in no time. The vacuum's brush has been designed in such a way that dirt can be thoroughly removed even
against walls or in corners of rooms. It also offers 2 rollers - the front one rotates at up to 440 rpm and the second one at up to 390 rpm.
So you can drive the device comfortably and eliminate dust, hair and other debris quickly! Forget the hassle of cleaning the brush too -
thanks to the clever design, hair won't get tangled in it.
 
Automatic cleaning
No more getting your hands dirty and wasting time cleaning the vacuum brush yourself. The included base will take care of it for you!
How it works. When you place the device in it and select the appropriate option, the brush is cleaned with water from the tank and then
dried with ordinary and hot air (up to 55°C). The solution used will also let you avoid unpleasant odours and the multiplication of germs.
 
Even longer run time
Say  goodbye  to  having  to  interrupt  your  cleaning  to  charge  your  hoover.  The  DEM-VX910W  is  equipped  with  a  powerful  5,000  mAh
battery, allowing it to run for up to 40-45 minutes on a single charge. That's long enough to vacuum floors of up to 200m2! All this makes
the device great for both small and larger homes. To charge the hoover, simply place it in the station.
 
Smart solutions
Make cleaning easier. The vacuum cleaner has a large built-in display that will provide you with key information about its operation. The
device also supports voice messages - it will remind you, for example, when you need to refill the water in the tank. You no longer have
to  always  remember  everything!  The  product  is  also  equipped  with  a  dust  sensor.  It  automatically  detects  the  level  of  dirt  in  the
environment and adjusts the suction power to it. You will also find information about the concentration of dirt on the display.
 
In the box
Vacuum cleaner
Handle
Station
Station water tank
Cleaning brush
Cleaning brush holder
Power cord
User manual
Brand
Deerma
Name
Wireless Double Brush scrubber
Model
DEM-VX910W
Working power
230 W
Operating voltage
21,6 V
Suction force
Up to 16,000 Pa (motor)
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Battery capacity
5000 mAh
Operating time
Up to 40-45 min
Dirty water tank capacity
700 ml
Capacity of clean water tank
500 ml
Capacity of station water tank
5 l
Nominal input voltage of the station
220 V 50 Hz
Nominal output current of the station
21.6 V 1 A
Rated power of the station
250 W
Weight
Approx. 6 kg
Dimensions
306 x 220 x 1100 mm
Station weight
4.3 kg
Station dimensions
345 x 342 x 370 mm

Preço:

€ 476.00

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Vertical vacuum cleaners
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